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GROUPS WITH SMALL CONJUGACY CLASSES

G. A. HOW AND F. C. CHUANG

Abstract. A group satisfies property (*) iff every conjugacy class has size not greater than 2.
This paper proves properties of this type of group and conclude that it is a central product of
an abelian group with 2-groups that are "almost" extra special.

I. Introduction

All groups considered are finite groups. All characters are over the complex number
field.
Let us say that a group satisfies property. (*) iff every conJugacy class of G has

size not greater than 2. This is obviously equivalent to the condition that Vx E G,
[G: Ca(x)J < 2. This一 paper 1s to characterize all groups with property (*).
In Section II, the problem of characterizing all groups with property (*) is reduced

to characterizing all such 2-groups, and some examples are given.
In Section III, we show the strong s1m1larity between 2-groups satisfying property (*)

and the extra special 2-groups. Our conclusion is:
A group satisfying property (*) is the direct product of an abelian group with an

,'almost" extra special 2-group.

II.

We reduce the problem of characterizing all groups with property (*) to characterizing
all such 2-groups. Two lemmas are needed.

Lemma 1. If G satisfies property (*), then

(1) All subgroups of G also satisfy property (*)
(2) All Sylow subgroups of odd order of G are abelian

Proof. Let H~G, Vx E H, [G : 俘 (x)]~2 as G satisfies property (*). IfH~ 俘 (x),
then [H : CH(x) is clearly 1. If H~Cc位 then HCc(x) = G and clearly in this case
[H: CH(x)]~[G: Ca(x)J~2. This proves (1).
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Sylow subgroup P of G satisfies property(*) by (1). Thus \fx E P, [P: Cp(x)]:::; 2.
If P has odd order, the only possibility is [P: Cp(x)] = I.This proves (2)

Lemma 2. If G satisfies property (*), then G is nilpotent of class two.

Proof. \fx E G, [G : 切(x)] :::; 2 implies that Q1 呈 Z(G). Thus G is nilpotent of
class 2.
Lemma 2 asserts that G is a direct product of all its Sylow subgroups. By Lemma

1, all Sylow subgroups of odd orders are abelian. So we conclude that G is a direct
product of an abelian group with a 2-group satisfying property (*). Thus, this reduces
the problem to hc aractenzmg 2-group with property (*).

Theorem 1. Let G be a non-abelian 2-group. G satisfies property(*) iff JG1I = 2.
Proof. Assume one conJugacy class of G has size greater than 2. Letd'. x,y,zbeits

1stmct elements. Then there exists g1部；E G such that -1 -1Y = 91 x91, z = 92 xg2. These
give rise to two distinct nonidentity elements of G1, namely, y尸 ＝犀x91尸 and
z尸 =g尸x9尸 We have prove that JG'J = 2 implies G satisfies property(*).
Conversely, assume G satisfies property (*). Let IGI = 2n, IG1I = 2汽 丨Z(G)I = 2/3.

Each element in Z(G) forms a conjugacy class, and every two elements outside Z(G)
form a conjugacy class. Thus G has g_(_字羋 conjugacy class, and 卑穿玉 l irreducible
complex characters. Using the equality for character degree 严
the fact that G has [G : G1] linear characters, we get

xEirr(G) x(l)2 = IGI, and

[G: G') + ( IGJ + JZ(G)I
2 -[G:G'J)4:::;IGI

2正 C¥+ [二 竺-2户 °'J 4 :::; 2ni.e.

This forces a= 1, and so IG'I = 2.
By Theorem 1, all extra special 2-groups satisfy property (*), but the converse 1s not

true, since any abelian group obviously satisfies property (*). Even if we assume G to
be directly indecomposable, the converse is still not true. In fact, take A = < x >, the
cyclic group of order 2凡 and extend it by a 2-cycle a- where xu = x2n-1+1
obtained has order 2n+1

. The group
with commutator subgoup·of size 2. Thus it has property (*),

yet it is directly indecomposable and not extra special.

III.

Some basic character theory are needed here,

Theorem A. (Isaac) [3] Theorem 6.18
Let G be a group, K/L be an elemetary abelian chief factor of G. Let X E J行 (K)

and suppose that X is G-invariant. Then one of the following holds:

(l) XL E lrr(L)
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(2) XL = eB where() E Irr(L) and e2 = [K: L]
(3) XL =立=l Bi where .t = [K: L) and the Bi E Irr(L) are distinct.

Theroern B. (Ito) [1] Theorem 6.15
Let A be any abelian normal subgroup of G. Then戏 E Irr(G), x(l)j[G: A].

Theorem C. [3] Theorem 6.11
Let H :S G and () be an irreducible character of H which is invariant in G. Let柘(())

be the inertial subgroup of(). Then :3(E Irr(Ic(()) such that (0 E Irr(G) and (ic(O) = e.

Lemma 3. Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of G such that G/A is abelian
Then any nonlinear irreducible character of G is induced from some linear character of
some normal subgroup N of G with A :S N :S G.

Proof. Since G/A is abelian, G':S A.
Let G = Go > G1 > 切 > ···> A be a chief series of G through A. Each chief

factor Gi/Gi+I has prime order. Let x be any nonlinear irreducible character of G. XA
reduces as A is abelian, so we choose k such that xcK is irreducible but xak+i reduces.
Clearly xcK· ·1s mvanant in G. By Theorem A p

, Xck+i = Li=l Bi where P = [Gk : Gk+I
is a prime, and (Ji are distinct irreducible character of Gk+I·Thus the inertia group
巧 =1碼 is a proper subgroup of G. By Lemma C, 玉 E Irr(T1 such that 尹 = X and
嗨k+l = (Jl·
Note that T1 <1 G as T1~A~G', so if , is linear, the proof is complete. If 1

is nonlinear, then consider the situation where A is an abelian normal subgroup of T1,
and T1 /A is abelian. By induction on 丨GI, every nonlinear irreducible character of T1 is
induced from some linear character of some normal subgroup N of囝 with A :SN :S 叮
In particular, :3e E Irr(N), B(l) = 1 and 祚 = 1. Thus 妒＝尹 = X: Note that N碉
as G':S N. This complete the proof.

Corollary 4. Let G be a metabelian group. Then any nonlinear irreducible character
of G is induced from a linear character of some normal subgroup N of G with G'< N.

Proof. Take A= G'in Lemma 3.

Theorem 2. Let G be a nonabelian 2-group with property (*). Then

(l) All nonlinear irreducible characters of G have the same. degree eqnals [G: Z(G)]k.
(2) All maximal abelian normal subgroups of G have the same order. Fix any maximal
abelian normal subgro11,p A, then any nonlinear irreducible character of G is induced
from some linear character of A.

(3) <!>(G) :S Z(G), where <!>(G) is the Frattini subgroup of G.

Proof. By Theorem 1, IG'I = 2 , so G 1s metabelian. Let x be any nonlinear
irreducible character of G. Cor 4 asserts that x is induced from some linear character()
of some normal subgroup N with G'::; N ::; G. By Clifford's Theorem, XN = k它 ()

()
i=l i,

where ()i are conJugate to 1 = B. Thus Ker x~N'. As jG'I = 2, either N'= G'or
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N'= {e.N'= G'means Ker X~G'contradicting the nonlinearit
N is abelian. Clear! N y of x. So N'

G
= {e and

Y is maximal abelian or else () reduces.
If 訌滔 E I行 (G) are nonlinear. By the above argument, th ·

abelian normal sub ere exists maximal
group N1, N2 of G such that Xi = (JG = (JG

i = 1, 2. By Theorem B 1 , X2 2 where ()i E Irr(Ni
, X1(l)l(G : N2) = x2(l) and x2(1)丨G

汩1) = X2(l). This proved that : N1] = X1 (1) proving
any two nonlinear irreducible character of G

same degree. Using the equality L have the

[G; G'])x(I)2 I I
xEirr(G) x(l)2 = IGI, we get [G : G'J 十 逗且乜逗U

= G and this forces X 1)2
let Ab

(= [G: Z(G)
(2 -

e any maximal abelian normal
. This proved (1). To prove (2),

subgroup of G and X
character of G. By Lemma 3, 3N <JG such that A< N

any nonlmear irreducible

character of N. Note that G'< A < _~G and x =护 with 8 a linear
_ _ N. By the same argument as in

the proof, we see that N· the first part of
1s abelian and so N = A as A

This in particular shows that [G : A
is maximal abelian normal in G.

Vx E G, if x2 <t Z(G), then 3y E G such that x2yx一2 刁
] = x(I), or 閶＝冏/x(I). This proves (2).

圍=2, we must have x2yx-2尸 Y ::/ e. So xyx-1y-1 ::/ e. As
= xyx-1 -1

Thus G2~Z(G) and <I>(G) = G'G2~Z(G).
Y and this forces xy = yx, a contradiction.

Theorem 2 shows strong similarity between nonabelian 2
extra special 2-group. -group with property (*) and

A group G is a central product of its subgroups N ..
for each x E Ni, y E Ni, i ::f j, then x-1 刁 1, . , Nk if G =茁N2 ... Nk and

Y xy = e. See (1) pg 179.
Theorem 3. If G is a nonabelian 2

product of 2 -group satisfying property (*), then G is a central
-generator groups and an abelian group.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that G
x E G\Z(G), so [G: CG(x)] = 2. Choose y E G\C

is directly indecomposable. Let

[G:俘 (y)] = 2 and hence CG(A)氐 index 4·
c(x), and let A = 〈x,y〉. Obviously,

m G. As [A : Z(A)]~4, we have

丨ACc(A)I = 凶囧 (A)I
. .. .. . '一.. . ' 一·一

IZ(A)I 2 回

So ACG(A) = G. We conclude that G·
俘 (A) b 1s a central product of A and 俘 (A). Now

eing a subgroup of G also satisfies
complete. 0th· property (*). If it is abelian, the proof is

erw1se, use mduction on 丨GI t
of 2-generator gropus with an abelian

o conclude that Cc(A) is a central product

2-generator groups and L is abelian. So G
group. Cc(A) = A這3· · ·AsL where Ai are

= AA2A3 AL·
2-generator groups and an abelian · · ·s is a central product of

group as required. This complete the proof.
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